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Learn the project management skills you need to survive as
an EH&S professional. This book presents a simple-to-use
18-step approach for effective project management. Each of
the three phases are explained in detail, using case studies to
illustrate the best tools to use and pitfalls to avoid. You'll learn
how to identify project objectives and constraints, establish
elements and resource needs, create project schedules, find
ways to make up for lost time, monitor and measure progress,
document the project, and more.
Provides a rare look at the situational framework used in
building a project management toolbox. * Includes real-world
examples of toolboxes used in a variety of project situations. *
Bridges the gap between theoretical and applied project
management.
The practical e-guide that gives you the skills to succeed as a
project manager. Discover how to improve your project
management skills by defining a project brief, identifying
stakeholders, and building a strong team. You'll also learn
useful tips for initiating projects, setting deadlines, and
managing your budgets. Essential Managers gives you a
practical "how-to" approach with step-by-step instructions,
tips, checklists, and "ask yourself" features showing you how
to focus your energy, manage change, and make an impact.
DK's Essential Managers series contains the knowledge you
need to be a more effective manager and hone your
management style. Whether you're new to project
management or simply looking to sharpen your existing skills,
this is the e-guide for you.
Today's project managers find themselves in the dual roles of
technical expert and business leader. As project management
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has evolved, the need has emerged for an organizational
entity to manage complexities and ensure alignment with
business interests. A project management office (PMO)
coordinates technical and business facets of project
management and achieves the goals of oversight, control, and
support within the project management environment. The
Complete Project Management Office Handbook identifies the
PMO as the essential business integrator of the people,
processes, and tools that manage or influence project
performance. This book details how the PMO applies
professional project management practices and successfully
integrates business interests with project goals, regardless of
whether the scope of the PMO is limited to managing specific
projects or expanded to the level of a full business unit.
People at all levels of the project and business spectrum will
benefit from this volume. The Handbook focuses on how to
establish PMO functionality to meet the requirements of
project stakeholders. It presents 20 pertinent PMO function
models, providing guidance for developing PMO operating
capability that is applicable to any organization. It also
presents these functions relative to five stages of progressive
PMO development along a competency continuum,
demonstrating potential PMO growth from simple project
control up through its alignment within a strategic business
framework.
Case Studies
The Prince2 Method
Construction Accounting Deskbook, 2005
Project Management for the Process Industries
A Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Controlling
Best Practices on Implementation
Project Management HandbookSpringer
A new edition of the most popular book of project management case
studies, expanded to include more than 100 cases plus a "super
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case" on the Iridium Project Case studies are an important part of
project management education and training. This Fourth Edition of
Harold Kerzner's Project Management Case Studies features a
number of new cases covering value measurement in project
management. Also included is the well-received "super case," which
covers all aspects of project management and may be used as a
capstone for a course. This new edition: Contains 100-plus case
studies drawn from real companies to illustrate both successful and
poor implementation of project management Represents a wide
range of industries, including medical and pharmaceutical,
aerospace, manufacturing, automotive, finance and banking, and
telecommunications Covers cutting-edge areas of construction and
international project management plus a "super case" on the
Iridium Project, covering all aspects of project management
Follows and supports preparation for the Project Management
Professional (PMP®) Certification Exam Project Management
Case Studies, Fourth Edition is a valuable resource for students, as
well as practicing engineers and managers, and can be used on its
own or with the new Eleventh Edition of Harold Kerzner's landmark
reference, Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning,
Scheduling, and Controlling. (PMP and Project Management
Professional are registered marks of the Project Management
Institute, Inc.)
The one primer you need to launch, lead, and sponsor successful
projects. We're now living in the project economy. The number of
projects initiated in all sectors has skyrocketed, and project
management skills have become essential for every leader and
manager. Still, project failure rates remain extremely high. Why?
Leaders oversee too many projects and have too little visibility into
them. Project managers struggle to translate their hands-on,
technical knowledge up to senior management. The result? Worthy
projects are starved of time and resources and fail to deliver
benefits, while too much investment goes into the wrong projects.
To compete in the project economy, you need to close this gap. The
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HBR Project Management Handbook shows you how. In this
comprehensive guide, project management expert Antonio NietoRodriguez presents a new and simple framework that will increase
any project's likelihood of success. Packed with case studies from
many industries worldwide, it will teach you how to manage your
organization's projects, strategic programs, and agile initiatives
more effectively and push the best ones ahead to completion.
Timeless yet forward-looking, this book will help you win in the
project-driven world. In the HBR Project Management Handbook
you'll find: Everything you need to know about project management
in practical, nontechnical language A definitive taxonomy of project
types, from product launches to digital transformations to
megaprojects A road map for becoming an effective project leader
and executive sponsor A new, simple, and universal project
framework, the Project Canvas, that breaks down any project into
essential building blocks that can be easily understood by all
project stakeholders Original concepts and exclusive case studies
from public- and private-sector organizations worldwide You'll
learn: A common language for project managers and executives to
run successful projects across your organization When to use agile,
traditional, or hybrid methods in your projects The twelve
principles of successful projects, including purpose, agility, and a
focus on outcomes Techniques for selecting and advancing the best
projects and managing a strategic and balanced project portfolio
How today's projects will help address some of the most pressing
global trends, including automation, sustainability, diversity, and
crisis management Why project management needed to be
reinvented and what the future holds HBR Handbooks provide
ambitious professionals with the frameworks, advice, and tools they
need to excel in their careers. With step-by-step guidance, timehoned best practices, and real-life stories, each comprehensive
volume helps you to stand out from the pack—whatever your role.
PMBOK&® Guide is the go-to resource for project management
practitioners. The project management profession has significantly
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evolved due to emerging technology, new approaches and rapid
market changes. Reflecting this evolution, The Standard for Project
Management enumerates 12 principles of project management and
the PMBOK&® Guide &– Seventh Edition is structured around
eight project performance domains.This edition is designed to
address practitioners' current and future needs and to help them be
more proactive, innovative and nimble in enabling desired project
outcomes.This edition of the PMBOK&® Guide:•Reflects the full
range of development approaches (predictive, adaptive, hybrid,
etc.);•Provides an entire section devoted to tailoring the
development approach and processes;•Includes an expanded list of
models, methods, and artifacts;•Focuses on not just delivering
project outputs but also enabling outcomes; and• Integrates with
PMIstandards+™ for information and standards application content
based on project type, development approach, and industry sector.
Successful Project Management
Harvard Business Review Project Management Handbook
Principles That Work at Work
How to Launch, Lead, and Sponsor Successful Projects
Syngress IT Security Project Management Handbook
Project Management ToolBox

This comprehensive reference uses a formal
and standard evaluation technique to show
the strengths and weakness of more than 60
software development methodologies such as
agile, DevOps, RUP, Waterfall, TSP, XP and
many more. Each methodology is applied to
an application of 1000 function points
using the Java language. Each methodology
produces a characteristic set of results
for development schedules, productivity,
costs, and quality. The intent of the book
is to show readers the optimum kinds of
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methodologies for the projects they are
concerned with and to warn them about
counter indications and possible harm from
unsuitable methodologies.
Industry is dependent on projects to
develop new and improved products and
processes for producing them,
necessitating the need for them to be
completed right first time and on time.
Objectives, safety, environmental
awareness, quality, cost and speed are all
things which need to be considered when
implementing a project, which is why
process plants have project
managers/engineers. This book is aimed at
everyone who has responsibilities for some
or all of a project, giving a better
understanding of the subject. It describes
best practice and offers guidance on how
principles and techniques can be applied
to all aspects of a projects. This
information is presented in chapters
arranged in three sections: phases of a
project; tools and techniques relevant at
every stage; and skills and knowledge
required by the project manager.
Innovation Project Management Handbook
provides organizational leaders and
decision-makers with a cadre of agile,
disciplined, and transformational tools
and processes for improving innovation
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opportunity outcomes and achieving
sustained innovation project success. The
authors introduce new tools and processes
developed over their decades of work i
The content of this book consists of five
main volumes, namely; Project Initiation,
Scope Management, Cost Management, Time
Management and Quality Management. A
brief, yet essential discussion is carried
out about project management in five
volumes, in a manner a beginner can
understand very easily all necessary
requirements in project management from
initiation to the project closeout, which
is considered as the project life cycle.
This book will be filling you with
confidence and providing the tools youll
be needing to manage your project
efficiently and in addition to avoid the
problems most young and inexperienced
construction professionals encountered at
the beginning of their professional
careers.
Multi-company Project Management
The Handbook of Project Management
Innovation Project Management Handbook
Maximizing Business Results Through
Strategic Collaboration
A Practical Guide to Field Construction
Management
A Guide to the Project Management Body of
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Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Seventh Edition
and The Standard for Project Management
(RUSSIAN)

The landmark project management reference,
now in a new edition Now in a Tenth Edition,
this industry-leading project management
"bible" aligns its streamlined approach to the
latest release of the Project Management
Institute's Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMI®'s PMBOK® Guide), the new
mandatory source of training for the Project
Management Professional (PMP®) Certification Exam. This outstanding edition gives
students and professionals a profound
understanding of project management with
insights from one of the best-known and
respected authorities on the subject. From the
intricate framework of organizational behavior
and structure that can determine project
success to the planning, scheduling, and
controlling processes vital to effective project
management, the new edition thoroughly
covers every key component of the subject.
This Tenth Edition features: New sections on
scope changes, exiting a project, collective
belief, and managing virtual teams More than
twenty-five case studies, including a new case
on the Iridium Project covering all aspects of
project management 400 discussion questions
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More than 125 multiple-choice questions (PMI,
PMBOK, PMP, and Project Management
Professional are registered marks of the
Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Written by an experienced practitioner, The
Handbook of Project Management will be
particularly useful for those starting a new
project, wishing to acquire new skills, or
training others in project managment skills. It
is written specifically to help project managers
improve their performance using tried and
tested techniques. Packed with concepts and
processes, tools and presentation materials,
this comprehensive handbook will assist
anyone responsible for converting strategy
into reality. The package comprises a book
plus free CD-ROM containing a collection of
tools, templates, and procedures which
support the methodology used in the book.
A comprehensive Manual for Training and
reference—Covers all subject matters required
for the PMP Exam. Designed as...a PMP Exam
preparation manul...a reference guide...a
training manual; it covers all of the material
that the Project Management Institute (PMI)
considers important enough to be included in
the PMP Exam. This manual may also be used
as reference material for project managers in
virtually any field or industry. You will learn
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the nature of Project Management, how the
techniques and tools relate to one another,
and how they all work together to make up a
unified methodology that can be used so you
can successfully manage projects of any kind.
From its conception, a construction project is
a magnet for organizational
miscommunication, labor shortages,
budgetary woes, improper planning, and a
plethora of other problems that delay-or even
prevent-completion. To succeed, the project
manager needs a set of efficient systems and
methods in place to minimize any unexpected
difficulties. Moufid Abd-el-Baki has spent fortyseven years in the construction industry,
bringing projects as diverse as airports,
hospitals, cement factories, grain silos, petrochemical projects, and high-rise buildings to
successful completion. The Project
Management & Construction Operations
Manual encapsulates Abd-el-Baki's extensive
experience in a handy, three-volume format.
In this first volume, Abd-el-Baki covers the
challenges surrounding project estimation, the
first phase in any construction project. He
moves from estimating costs and selling
prices to tender drawings, time schedules,
contracts, and labor issues, supporting his
efficient methodology with helpful exercises,
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templates, and charts. Possible difficulties are
carefully explained and evaluated, and
effective solutions are provided to resolve
such issues. Project estimation is a complex
field, one that must be carefully navigated to
avoid issues later on. Abd-el-Baki offers a nononsense approach to this most important
step in the project management process.
The Ultimate Project Management Manual
Beginner’S Project Management Handbook
The Software Project Manager's Handbook
The AMA Handbook of Project Management
Art of Project Delivery
Fundamental Concepts for Owners, Engineers,
Architects, and Builders
This practical handbook offers a comprehensive guide to
efficient project management. It pursues a broad, wellstructured approach, suitable for most projects, and allows
newcomers, experienced project managers and decisionmakers to find valuable input that matches their specific needs.
The Project Management Compass guides readers through
various sections of the book; templates and checklists offer
additional support. The handbook’s innovative structure
combines concepts from systems engineering, management
psychology, and process dynamics. This international edition
will allow to share the authors' experience gained in many
years of project work and over 2,000 project management and
leadership seminars conducted for BWI Management
Education in Zurich, Switzerland. This is an excellent
handbook for practical project management in today’s world.
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Prof. Dr. Heinz Schelle, Honorary Chairman of the GPM
(German Project Management Association)The authors’ many
years in practical experience in setting up, implementing and
managing projects shines through in this book. The book also
reflects the current trend towards increased social competence.
I am therefore pleased to recommend this book as a basis for
certification in project management. Dr. Hans Knöpfel,
Honorary President of the SPM (Swiss Project Management
Association)
Effective Project Management; The PRINCE2 method book is
the official guide for the PRINCE2 Foundation and
Practitioner exams. They are the first steps to becoming an
effective project manager and gain your project management
professional certification.
The Oxford Handbook of Project Management presents and
discusses leading ideas in the management of projects.
Positioning project management as a domain much broader
and more strategic than simply 'execution management', this
Handbook draws on the insights of over 40 scholars to chart
the development of the subject over the last 50 years or more
as an area of increasing practical and academic interest. It
suggests we could be entering an emerging 'third wave' of
analysis and interpretation following its early technical and
operational beginnings and the subsequent shift to a focus on
projects and their management. Topics dealt with include: the
historical evolution of the subject; its theoretical base;
professionalism; business and societal context; strategy;
organization; governance; innovation; overruns; risk;
information management; procurement; relationships and
trust; knowledge management; practice and teams. This
handbook is of particular relevance to those interested in the
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research issues underlying project management.
Software project managers and their team members work
individually towards a common goal. This book guides both,
emphasizing basic principles that work at work. Software at
work should be pleasant and productive, not just one or the
other. This book emphasizes software project management at
work. The author's unique approach concentrates on the
concept that success on software projects has more to do with
how people think individually and in groups than with
programming. He summarizes past successful projects and
why others failed. Visibility and communication are more
important than SQL and C. The book discusses the technical
and people aspects of software and how they relate to one
another. The first part of the text discusses four themes: (1)
people, process, product, (2) visibility, (3) configuration
management, and (4) IEEE Standards. These themes stress
thinking, organization, using what others have built, and
people. The second part describes the software management
principles of process, planning, and risk management. Part
three discusses software engineering principles, the technical
aspects of software projects. The fourth part examines
software practices giving practical meaning to the individual
topics covered in the preceding chapters. The final part of this
book continues these practical aspects by illustrating a sample
project through seven distinctive documents.
Project Management, Planning and Control
Project Management for Construction
A Practical Guide to Effective Policies, Techniques and
Processes
A Handbook of Business Transformation Management
Methodology
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Project Management Handbook
The Power of Enterprise-wide Project Management
This unique book provides a practical description of the
processes and techniques for creating and managing multicompany project organizations emphasizing cross company
cooperation and the use of customer supplier collaboration
to build synergy and maximize project or operational results.
It includes an implementation plan adaptable to projects in
any industry.
This construction client's manual is written in the form of a
list of activities. It supports owners in the role of client by
helping them make choices during the project development
process. This increases control over cost, quality and
duration at each stage. Activities within each main stage of
the project development (preparation stage; procurement;
design; preparation for construction; construction itself;
handover; implementation) are divided into phases, each
requiring separate decision-making. The phase begins with a
list of direct previous decisions and continues with a list of
executors, the goal of the present phase and a list of activities
to be performed. And each phase ends with a list of expected
results and a list of activities that these results release for
action in the next phase. The sequence of these seven stages
can be altered to help building owners manage risk by
choosing and combining the timing of these stages. The tasks
involved in project preparation, described in the first chapter
are for example, often left by the owner for the designers to
solve - or sometimes even the contractors. The decisions
relating to the choice of procurement schemes, described in
the second chapter, can be made either at the preparation
stage of project development, as part of the prioritisation of
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aims, or at the time of choosing the designer, or at the stage
of choosing construction contractors. Manual of
Construction Project Management – for owners & clients is
for prospective owners who either operate as clients
themselves, or who use the services of professional
construction management companies. The aim is to help
both owners and their construction partners understand
what to expect from each other. The manual describes
activities at the level of detail required to choose the
management task or method to make the decision. It is not
bound to regulations of any specific country and a detailed
glossary makes it an indispensable worldwide reference.
This book attempts to reflect the project reality as closely as
possible, covering the ISO 21500:2012 standard that has just
been introduced and the benefits from the best contributions
worldwide and also providing the concise yet powerful tool
box. It shall be easy to use and intuitively supportive of
project managers. So far, evidence indicates that these
targets are successfully met.? One of its key recognitions,
and in consequence a distinctive feature of this book, is the
impact that the project manager‘s personality has on the fate
of the project. The project manager's successful selfmanagement in work & life and in leadership processes
should be considered as important in any endeavor as all
other project management processes, covered by the new
standards and guidelines.
Learn best practices and proven methods from project
management professionals—and apply these skills as you
work with Microsoft Project. In this practical guide, project
management expert Bonnie Biafore shows you how to
manage projects efficiently and effectively, sharing the realPage 15/26
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world experiences of project managers in several industries.
You'll learn how to put the best practices and hard-won
lessons of experts to work on your critical projects. Sharpen
the skills you need to manage projects expertly—from start to
finish Communicate effectively with project stakeholders,
management, and team members Apply methods to break
down the project into small, manageable pieces Define work
assignments, choose resources, and build project schedules
Accurately estimate project costs and work with a budget
Identify project changes and manage risks Track progress
and balance priorities without sacrificing quality Document
project history and lessons learned to help improve future
projects Project files available on the companion website.
Applying Best Practices, Proven Methods, and Real-World
Techniques with Microsoft Project
Software Methodologies
Project Management and Construction Operations Manual.
Volume I - Project Estimation
Communication, Cooperation, and Coordination
Effective Project Management
Project Management for Environmental, Health and Safety
Professionals
PROJECT MANAGEMENT NEXT GENERATION Strategic
guidance on enabling transformational change in the project
management landscape In Project Management Next
Generation: The Pillars for Organizational Excellence, a team of
world-renowned project management leaders delivers an expert
discussion on project management implementation in
organizations of all kinds. The book explores 10 pillars of project
management that will be critical for companies in the coming
decade. It offers contributions from industry changemakers and
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thought leaders that provide the perfect balance between practical
experience across a variety of programs, projects, and
transformation initiatives. It’s a must-have title for practicing
project managers who seek hands-on guidance and insightful
case studies complete with discussion questions and instruction
materials, including PowerPoint lecture slides and a full
Instructors Manual on the companion website. In addition to the
perspectives of several global commercial organizations on the
project management industry’s future, readers will find:
Thorough introductions to project management as a strategic
competency and corporate project management cultures
Comprehensive explorations of workforce upskilling and
defining project success Practical discussions of flexible project
management frameworks and flexible life cycle phases and
project governance In-depth examinations of value-driven
project management and metrics, as well as metrics for intangible
assets, and strategic metrics Perfect for mid-level corporate,
project, and team managers, as well as executives and business
consultants, Project Management Next Generation: The Pillars
for Organizational Excellence will also earn a place in the libraries
of students in courses on advanced project management at the
upper-level undergraduate and graduate levels.
".. integrates business knowledge, principles and practices of
project managment and construction management... will help
you achieve a strategic vision, continuously improve
construction operations and manage industrial, commercial and
institutional projects from conception to occupancy." -Publisher's description.
Quantitative Methods for the Project Manager is for professional
project managers who need to know how to make everyday use
of numerical analysis. It combines theory and practices and is
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designed to be easily applied.
The comprehensive guide to project management
implementation, updated with the latest in the field Project
management has spread beyond the IT world to become a critical
part of business in every sphere; built on efficiency, analysis, and
codified practice, professional project management leads to the
sort of reproducible results and reliable processes that make a
business successful. Project Management Best Practices provides
implementation guidance for every phase of a project, based on
the real-world methodologies from leading companies around
the globe. Updated to align with the industry’s latest best
practices, this new Fourth Edition includes new discussion on
Agile and Scrum, tradeoffs and constraints, Portfolio PMO tools,
and much more. Get up-to-date information on the latest best
practices that add value at every level of an organization Gain
insight from more than 50 project managers at world-class
organizations including Airbus, Heineken, RTA, IBM, HewlettPackard, Sony, Cisco, Nokia, and more Delve deeper into
implementation guidance for Agile, Scrum, and Six Sigma
Explore more efficient methodologies, training, measurement,
and metrics that boost organization-wide performance Adopt
new approaches to culture and behavioral excellence, including
conflict resolution, situational leadership, proactive management,
staffing, and more Ideal for both college and corporate training,
this book is accompanied by an Instructor’s Manual and
PowerPoint lecture slides that bring project management
concepts right into the classroom. As the field continues to grow
and evolve, it becomes increasingly important to stay current
with new and established practices; this book provides
comprehensive guidance on every aspect of project management,
with invaluable real-world insight from leaders in the field.
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Tools and Techniques for the Practicing Project Manager
Managing Engineering, Construction and Manufacturing
Projects to PMI, APM and BSI Standards
Project Management Methodology
Developing Core Competencies to Help Outperform the
Competition
Cybernetic Approach to Project Management
Updated concepts and tools to set up project plans, schedule
work, monitor progress-and consistently achieve desired
project results.In today's time-based and cost-conscious global
business environment, tight project deadlines and stringent
expectations are the norm. This classic book provides
businesspeople with an excellent introduction to project
management, supplying sound, basic information (along with
updated tools and techniques) to understand and master the
complexities and nuances of project management. Clear and
down-to-earth, this step-by-step guide explains how to
effectively spearhead every stage of a project-from
developing the goals and objectives to managing the project
team-and make project management work in any company.
This updated second edition includes: * New material on the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) * Do's
and don'ts of implementing scheduling software* Coverage
of the PMP certification offered by the Project Management
Institute* Updated information on developing problem
statements and mission statements* Techniques for
implementing today's project management technologies in any
organization-in any industry.
This book provides an integrative Business Transformation
Management Methodology, the BTM2, with an emphasis on
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the balance between the rational aspects of transformation
and the often underestimated emotional readiness of
employees to absorb and accept transformation initiatives.
Comprising four phases - Envision, Engage, Transform, and
Optimize - the methodology integrates expertise from areas
such as strategy, risk, and project management. Covering the
formal and informal structures and roles needed for a
successful transformation, the authors cover a wide range of
theory to help understand the phenomenon of transformation.
A '360-degree' view on what business transformation means
and how to manage it successfully, this handbook is suitable
for business executives dealing with organizational change. A
range of illustrative case studies ensure this is also a valuable
resource for academics interested in change and
transformation management.
Project Management: the discipline of organizing and
managing resources so that a project is completed within
defined scope, quality, time, and cost constraints. Oh, if only
it really was that simple. Once you have the specs of the
project, it is time to get down to business and manage people.
And therein lies many a problem. Fuzzy, ambiguous, and
subject to emotional nuances and sentimental knee-jerk
reactions, people issues are often the most problematic piece
of any project. As effective as it is applicable, the Triple C
Model is becoming the project management mode of choice
across a wide variety of organizations. The new commander
of the US Air Force's Air University, Lt-General Allen Peck
has cited Communication-Cooperation-Coordination as a
primary theme during his administration. Tackling the soft
side of project management, Triple C Model of Project
Management: Communication, Cooperation, and
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Coordination provides practical steps for managing any
project. It presents real-world applications and case studies
that illustrate the application of the Triple C Model. The
author covers techniques for tracking, managing, and
controlling project costs as well as implementing the project
management body of knowledge (PMBOK®). He includes
schedule performance appraisals, project performance
appraisals, and alternate project organization structures.
Whether you are in the software or construction industry, or
any other industry, the tools and techniques of project
management remain the same. The key to success will always
rest on the communication, cooperation, and coordination of
your team. This book explains how communication leads to
cooperation, which leads to coordination, which leads to
project harmony, which leads to project success.
A comprehensive book on project management, covering all
principles and methods with fully worked examples, this book
includes both hard and soft skills for the engineering,
manufacturing and construction industries. Ideal for
engineering project managers considering obtaining a Project
Management Professional (PMP) qualification, this book
covers in theory and practice, the complete body of knowledge
for both the Project Management Institute (PMI) and the
Association of Project Management (APM). Fully aligned
with the latest 2005 updates to the exam syllabi, complete with
online sample Q&A, and updated to include the latest revision
of BS 6079 (British Standards Institute Guide to Project
Management in the Construction Industry), this book is a
complete and valuable reference for anyone serious about
project management. â€¢The complete body of knowledge
for project management professionals in the engineering,
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manufacturing and construction sectors â€¢Covers all hard
and soft topics in both theory and practice for the newly
revised PMP and APMP qualification exams, along with the
latest revision of BS 6079 standard on project management in
the construction industry â€¢Written by a qualified PMP
exam accreditor and accompanied by online Q&A resources
for self-testing
Construction Project Management
A Managerial Approach
The Complete Project Management Office Handbook
A Practical Guide for the Next Millenium
Fundamentals of Project Management
The Oxford Handbook of Project Management

A must-read for any project management
professional or student. Projects are
the life blood of any organization.
Revised to reflect the latest changes
to A Guide to the Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK(R)) and the
Project Management Professional
Exam(R), the fourth edition of The AMA
Handbook of Project Management provides
readers with a clear overview of a
complex discipline. Covering everything
from individual projects to programs
and strategic alignment, it addresses:
Project initiation and planning
Communication and interpersonal skills
Scheduling, budgeting and meeting
business objectives Managing political
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and resource issues Implementing a PMO
Measuring value and competencies. The
book compiles essays and advice from
the field's top professionals and
features new chapters on stakeholder
management, agile project management,
program management, project governance,
knowledge management, and more. Updated
with fresh examples, case studies and
solutions to specific project
management dilemmas, it remains an
essential reference to the critical
concepts and theories all project
managers must master.
Authoritative strategies for
implementing project management Senior
managers at world-class corporations
open their office doors to discuss case
studies that demonstrate their thought
processes and actual strategies that
helped them lead their companies to
excellence in project management in
less than six years! Following the
Project Management Institute's PMBOK®
Guide, industry leaders address: *
Project risk management * Project
portfolio management * The Project
Office * Project management
multinational cultures * Integrated
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project teams and virtual project teams
(PMBOK is a registered mark of the
Project Management Institute, Inc.)
The definitive work for IT
professionals responsible for the
management of the design,
configuration, deployment, and
maintenance of enterprise wide security
projects. Provides specialized coverage
of key project areas including
Penetration Testing, Intrusion
Detection and Prevention Systems, and
Access Control Systems. The first and
last word on managing IT security
projects, this book provides the level
of detail and content expertise
required to competently handle highly
complex security deployments. In most
enterprises, be they corporate or
governmental, these are generally the
highest priority projects and the
security of the entire business may
depend on their success. * The first
book devoted exclusively to managing IT
security projects * Expert authors
combine superb project management
skills with in-depth coverage of highly
complex security projects * By
mastering the content in this book,
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managers will realise shorter
schedules, fewer cost over runs, and
successful deployments
This work introduces Practical Project
Management Methodology (P2M2), an
international joint venture developed
by three experienced project managers
the provide useful steps applicable
throughout the life cycle of a variety
of projects. It covers areas from
leading, defining and planning to
organizing, controlling and closing.
The two disks include 21 prepared forms
and 300 activities for use in Microsoft
Excel and Project for Windows.
For Owners and Clients
Triple C Model of Project Management
The Pillars for Organizational
Excellence
Project Management
Quantitative Methods in Project
Management
Advanced Project Management
Executives in the most forward-thinking businesses are
taking project management beyond specific projects in
manufacturing, product development, and IT, and
adopting its powerful methods company-wide. This book
describes in detail the four key functions, also known as
the Four Pillars of the EPMO House of Excellence, that
are crucial to building an effective Enterprise Project
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Management Office (EPMO).
Manual of Construction Project Management
Project Management Best Practices: Achieving Global
Excellence
Project Management Next Generation
18 Steps to Success
A Quantitative Guide
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